The effect of movement and load on the dynamic coupling of abdominal electromyography.
This study investigated the degree of neural coupling in abdominal muscle activity and whether the task constraints of movement and load altered the coupling within three muscle pairings. Nineteen young, physically-active individuals performed sit-up and reverse crunch movements in bodyweight (BW) and loaded (+4.54 kg) conditions. Surface electromyography (sEMG) was recorded from the rectus abdominus (RA), external oblique (EO), and transverse abdominus (TA) muscles. Linear (correlation coefficient) and non-linear (Cross-Approximate Entropy) measurements evaluated the degree of couplings across three muscle pairings. Compared to a resting coupling state, most conditions showed evidence of coupling. The linear coupling showed greater coupling compared to the resting state. Dynamic coupling showed lower degrees of coupling for the RA-EO and RA-TA pairings but stronger coupling for the EO-TA pairing with the sit-up movement exhibiting lower Cross-ApEn (higher dynamic coupling) than the reverse crunch. The results provide preliminary evidence of coupling in abdominal muscle activity that was influenced by movement, but not load. The functional roles of the RA (prime mover), EO and TA (stabilizers) muscles may have influenced the degree of coupling and future investigations are needed to better understand the coupling of abdominal muscle activity.